
Indirect Speech Acts and Politeness: A Computational ApproachLiliana Ardissono and Guido Boella and Leonardo LesmoDipartimento di Informatica - Universit�a di TorinoCorso Svizzera n.185 - 10149 Torino - ItalyPhone: +39-11-7429111; E-mail: fliliana, lesmog@di.unito.itThis paper appeared on the Proc. of the 17th Cognitive Science Conference, Pittsburgh, 1995AbstractThis paper describes a framework for the representationand interpretation of indirect speech acts, relating themto the politeness phenomenon, with particular attentionto the case of requests. The speech acts are representedas actions of a plan library and are activated on thebasis of the presence of syntactic and semantic informa-tion in the linguistic form of the input utterance. Thespeech act analyzer receives in input the semantic rep-resentation of the input sentence and uses the politenessindicators to climb up the decomposition and general-ization hierarchies of acts encoded in the library. Duringthis process, it eliminates the indicators and collects thenegated presuppositions (represented as e�ects of the in-direct speech act) that characterize the politeness forms.Some cyclic paths in the hierarchy allow the system tocope with complex sentences including nested politenessindicators. In the proper places of the hierarchy the se-mantic representation of the input sentence is convertedinto a domain action in order to start-up, when needed,the domain-level plan recognition process.IntroductionSince Austin (1962) and Searle (1969) wrote their pa-pers about speech acts, it was clear that the study oflanguage must take into account the way people use itto move in the world. An utterance is an action, so itis made with some goals in mind. Among these goals,getting cooperation from the audience and maintaininga good relationship with them play a major role. Thecooperation can range from simple attention (if you justwant to chat), to providing information (in case of ques-tions), to performing some general action (as closing awindow if the speaker asks the hearer to do so). In allthese cases, speech acts must be planned by taking intoaccount the relation between the speaker and the hearer.A major step in computational linguistics was madewhen the study of traditional �elds as syntax and seman-tics was complemented with the computational study ofpragmatics. However, this was accomplished by pay-ing attention mainly to the �rst of the two goals men-tioned above. In particular, it was recognized that goalsand plans play a basic role in linguistic communication(Allen & Perrault 1980), but their study was centeredon domain plans. In the last �fteen years various mod-els of recognition of the speaker's plans were developed,some of which gave fundamental formal accounts of theknowledge which it is based on (Cohen & Levesque, 1990;

Cohen & Perrault, 1979), while others had a more com-putational bias (Carberry, 1988). More recently domainplans have been complemented with higher levels planscalled discourse plans (Litman & Allen, 1987) and prob-lem solving plans (Lambert, 1993). While Litman andAllen's discourse plans dealt both with communicationstrategies and problem-solving activities, Lambert sepa-rates the discourse level in two parts: in her framework,communicating strategies are represented in the com-municative level, while problem-solving plans model theactivity of building the speaker's domain plans.The present work addresses mainly the second goalmentioned in the �rst paragraph: what linguistic formsenable a speaker to manifest her/his choice to be moreor less polite with the hearer? The desire of maintainingsome harmony with the hearer is just one of the multi-ple goals of the conversation, so the problem of model-ing this desire can be faced from a general perspectiveof modeling goals. However, the features that expressthe choices made are rather special; while the propo-sitional content of a sentence enables the hearer, aftersome rather complex inferential activity, to understandthe speaker's goals, it is the form in which that propo-sitional content is expressed that makes the utterancemore or less polite. For example, the following sentenceshave the same illocutionary force, but a di�erent literalinterpretation (e.g. 1b refers to the hearer's capabilities,1c projects on a hypothetical perspective the hearer'saction, 1d refers to her/his wants, while 1e simply men-tions an unsatis�ed precondition of the desired act):1a) Dammi le chiavi della biblioteca![Give me the keys of the library!]1b) Potresti darmi le chiavi della biblioteca?[Could you give me the keys of the library?]1c) Mi daresti le chiavi della biblioteca?[Would you give me the keys of the library?]1d) Ti dispiace darmi le chiavi della biblioteca?[Do you mind giving me the keys of the library?]1e) La biblioteca �e chiusa[The library is closed.]Our goal is to get rid of these aspects of the literalinterpretation, assuming that their role is just to markthe politeness strategies the speaker has adopted in com-municating. This approach follows the guidelines drawnby the research of many linguists, that have investigatedthe notion of politeness and its implications in commu-nication (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Kasper, 1990; Leech,



1983): they have shown that the origin of many indirectforms of expression lies in the necessity of smoothingthe interaction for being polite. As far as the notion ofpoliteness is concerned, various more or less precise ex-planations have been formulated. In our work, we willrefer to Brown and Levinson (1987), who motivate theuse of indirect forms of expression with the necessity topreserve some wants that every interlocutor has. In or-der to characterize these wants they introduce the notionof face as:1.The public self-image that every member [of a society]wants to claim for himself, consisting in two related as-pects:a) negative face: the basic claim of territories, per-sonal preserves, rights to non-distraction -i.e. to freedomof action and freedom from impositionb) positive face: the positive consistent self-image or`personality' (crucially including the desire that this self-image be appreciated and approved of) claimed by inter-actantsBrown and Levinson interpret the behavior of speakerson the basis of a taxonomy of linguistic strategies thatenable a speaker to satisfy the goal of preserving thenegative face of the interlocutor.2 For example, whena speaker wants the hearer to perform an action, s/hecan express her/his request directly, using an imperativeform; however, in this way, s/he does not preserve thehearer's negative face: in fact, she does not hide the pre-supposition that s/he believes that the hearer wants toexecute the action. So, a safer strategy is to use an in-direct request such as 1d, which doesn't presuppose anyhearer's attitude towards the requested action (in fact,s/he is questioned about that). The conditional moodin sentence 1c (mi daresti: `would you give me') has asimilar role: in this case the presupposition is canceledby projecting the utterance on an hypothetical world.The various methods for modulating the strength ofutterances are chosen according to the degree of famil-iarity, respect, relative social roles of the interactants,and the impact that the contents of the acts might haveon the interlocutors (Brown & Levinson, 1987).This paper takes into account the suggestions com-ing from the authors mentioned above to implement amethod for processing and evaluating indirect speechacts as politeness forms. This is done within a frame-work of plan recognition that has already been appliedsuccessfully to the recognition of domain plans in aninformation-seeking environment (Ardissono etal, 1993;Ardissono etal, 1994; Ardissono & Sestero, 1995). Itmust be observed that Hinkelman and Allen (1989) chal-lenged the possibility of facing this problem on the solebasis of planning structures. They argue that the vari-ability of politeness forms among di�erent languagescalls for the introduction of knowledge about idioms.1Although they presented the notion of face as a linguisticuniversal, many linguists think that it is mainly suited fordescribing the behavior of western societies.2They also explain which forms people use to anoint thepositive face of their interlocutors, but we will not deal withthis aspect of communication here.

While we agree on the need of language-speci�c knowl-edge, we will show that the required information can beencoded within a plan formalism, so that the homogene-ity of the representation is preserved.The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the �rstsection describes the formalismused for representing theknowledge about speech acts; the second describes howthe speech acts library is used in the process of speechact recognition; the third section shows the speech-actrecognition process on an example. Finally, some briefconclusions are presented.The representation of the speech actsThe knowledge about speech acts and the way they re-late to each other is stored in the speech acts library,represented in an action hierarchy based on a formal-ism similar to that by Kautz (1990). In particular, weset apart the decomposition hierarchy (boxed arcs in the�gures) and the generalization-specialization hierarchy(thick arrows).3 When the decomposition includes a sin-gle step, the relation between the two actions is a gen-eration relation (Pollack, 1990). The leaves of the hier-archy, surf-imperative, surf-yn-question, surf-wh-question, surf-assertion correspond to the di�erentsyntactic types of sentence, namely imperatives, declar-atives and interrogatives (two small portions of the li-brary are reported in Figure 1 and 2. There, the surfacetypes are circled by thick ovals).The actions of the hierarchy are characterized by thefollowing features:� parameters: the parameters of an action include thespeaker, the hearer and a reference to the speech act.The third parameter has di�erent meanings in the var-ious actions of the speech act library: since the inter-pretation of surface speech acts starts with the anal-ysis of the linguistic aspects in the input utterances(e.g. the detection of politeness features), the actionsrelated to that phase refer to the semantic represen-tation of the input sentences (e.g. consider ask-if,: : : , indirect-req in Figure 1). On the other hand,after considering the linguistic aspects, the analysisgoes on taking into account the knowledge about do-main actions (in order to relate the speaker's utteranceto domain goals). So, the third parameter of actionsreferring to this phase of the analysis refers to an in-stance of a domain action involved by the speaker'sutterance. The domain action is recognized from thesemantic representation by a plan recognition phase(action identi�cation (Carberry, 1990), shown in the�gures as act-id).� preconditions: they represent the presuppositionsassociated with actions (see Searle's felicity conditions(Searle, 1969)). For example, obtain-info (the actionof asking information) has the precondition that thespeaker does not know the requested information.3The knowledge about domain actions is represented in asimilar way and stored in the domain level of the plan library.Of course, speech acts refer to speci�c predicates concerningthe knowledge and beliefs of the interactants.
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Figure 1: A portion of the Speech-act Library� restrictions: they are included in the wh propertyof actions and, as for parameters, their meaning variesin the di�erent actions of the speech acts library. Inthe actions related to the analysis of the linguistic as-pects of utterances, they concern the linguistic fea-tures present in their propositional content. Thesefeatures are called by Searle (1969) illocutionary forceindicating devices and allow the hearer to identify thekind of speech act. They are, for example, the form ofthe sentence (declarative, interrogative, imperative),the tense and mood of verbs, the presence of modalverbs (can, want, : : : ) and performative verbs (say,ask, order, : : : ), or particles like please, clearly, etc.An example of this kind of restriction is can2 2 fea-ture(sem) in ask-if in Figure 1, which restricts themain verb of the sentence to be the second person ofthe modal potere (`can'). In some actions referring tothe domain actions involved by the input utterances,the restrictions may link the parameters of the actionsin the speech acts library with the identi�ed domainactions, or with their parameters. For example, ino�-record-req in Figure 1, a restriction forces theagent of the identi�ed domain action to be the hearer;this restriction is important in the de�nition of o�-record-req because, when the restriction is not re-spected, a di�erent speech-act is being performed (e.g.if the agent coincides with the speaker, we have an actof stating her/his plan).� communicative e�ects: the actions of the libraryproduce two types of e�ects: the �rst one consistsin the communicative intentions of the speaker (e.g.when a request is performed successfully, then thespeaker and the hearer share the belief that thespeaker intends the hearer to perform an action and

intends her/his intention to be a mutual knowledge)4.The second type of e�ects is related with the politenessconsequences of the use of direct/indirect expressionsin communication:5 for example, the e�ect of the in-direct request ind-req1 is to express that the speakerdoesn't want to presuppose any hearer's capability inperforming the requested action, so that the negativeface of the speaker is not threatened.The recursiveness of natural language implies that illocu-tionary force indicating devices can be nested inside eachother; so, complex utterances including di�erent speechacts can be built and interpreted in a compositional way.For example, the sentence:2) Vorrei chiederti se puoi dirmi dove si trova la bib-lioteca.[I would like to ask you whether you can tell me whereis the library.]is composed of an external surface statement with con-ditional mood (vorrei, \I would like"), an explicit per-formative (chiedere, \to ask") and an indirect requestexpressed by an inner yes/no question (se ..., \whether...").6 Because of the freedom in the composition of sen-tences, the speech acts library contains some cyclic paths(see the ask-if action that, in �gure 2, occurs in its ownde�nition).4The Cint predicate is de�ned (Airenti etal, 1993) as:Cint(sp, hr, p)�Int(sp, MB(hr, sp, p^Cint(sp, hr, p)))5Politeness e�ects are associated with the predicate expr.In this way, we model the conventionality of politeness ex-pressions while preserving the base formalism. Basically, theexpr predicate states which of the various presuppositionhas been (conventionally) negated to preserve the face of thehearer.6Also the inner indirect request is composed of nested lev-els: see the use of puoi, \you can".
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Figure 2: Representation of the ask-if speech-actThe speech act recognition processCommunicative actions should be interpreted at threelevels: the phatic level, referring to the understandingof the single words uttered by the speaker, the locution-ary level, referring to the comprehension of the meaningof the utterances, and the illocutionary level, referringto the interpretation of the sentences as speech acts.While we are not concerned with the phatic level, inour framework the locutionary and illocutionary levelscorrespond to di�erent phases of analysis of the inputsentences. In particular, a NL interpreter (Ardissonoetal, 1991; DiEugenio & Lesmo, 1987; Lesmo & Teren-ziani, 1988) carries on the syntactic-semantic analysisand produces the semantic representation (in the for-malism of semantic nets); then, the identi�cation of thespeech act is performed (this is the main topic of ourpaper). Finally, the domain-related processing connectsthe sentence to the previous ones in a single picture of theoverall domain plans and goals of the speaker (see Figure3). These plans are represented by means of hierarchicalstructures based on the domain level of the plan libraryand are obtained by applying heuristic rules for actionidenti�cation and focusing; these rules keep into accountcontextual information for building coherent hypotheseson the speaker's goals and plans (Ardissono etal, 1993;Carberry, 1988).The input to the second phase (see Figure 3) is a se-mantic representation of the input (with the contextual- e.g. anaphorical - references already solved) and itsoutput is the recognized speech act, i.e. one of the rootsof the hierarchies depicted in the �gures. As a side e�ectof this second step, all \politeness indicators" have beenidenti�ed, so that just the \pure" propositional content

of the input sentence is passed to the third step. Con-currently, a degree of politeness has been evaluated. Thegoal of this section is to describe how the second stepextracts the politeness indicators; nothing will be saidabout the evaluation of the politeness degree, which iscurrently obtained via some simple and not yet well de-veloped heuristic rules.The basic claim is that the whole process is governedby standard planmanagement procedures: the same pro-cedures used in the third step for the well known domain-dependent analysis of the user's plans and goals.First, the semantic representation undergoes anaction-identi�cation phase. Since the interpreter isplaying at the locutionary level, this phase does not re-turn the main action (as expressed by the main verb)involved in the input, but the surface speech act type(e.g. surface-yn-question). This seems reasonable, since,at this level, the term `act' must refer to locutionary acts.The surface type is used as an entry point in the hierar-chy, since it must match one of the leaves. Then, startingfrom the leaf found, an upward-expansion procedure isapplied. Again, this procedure is the same used withinthe focusing phase of domain-level analysis (Ardissonoetal, 1993; Carberry, 1990). Upward-expansion climbsup the hierarchy along all possible paths (and this canlead to ambiguities).The key point is the treatment of the wh conditionsappearing in the nodes of the hierarchy. Most of themrefer to standard tests, but there are two types that de-serve attention. The �rst of them is the check of fea-ture(sem); these tests are encoded in a very compactway in the �gures; what actually happens is that eachof them asks for the inspection of the top-most current
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ResponseFigure 3: Schema of the interpretation processnode of the semantic representation; if the features men-tioned in the test are found, then the node is discarded(f-cancel) and the `main' substructure remains as sem(e.g., with modal verbs, the main substructure is theone referring to the `object' of the proposition; for ex-ample, given a sentence like \May I ask you to ..." andits semantic representation \May(User, ask(User, Sys-tem, ...))"7 sem1, after a can1 test on the formula, theremaining part is \ask(User, System, ...)", that corre-sponds to \User asks system to ..." sem). So, when thehierarchy is climbed up, the politeness markers disap-pear and, when one of the roots is reached, what remainsis the propositional nucleus of the input sentence. Thecomplete process could require that the root is reachedmore than once. In fact the process stops only when aroot has been reached and no further climbing up is pos-sible. But for nested levels of indirectness, the root canbe used as a new entry point in the hierarchy (see thebottom ask-if node in the �gures). Actually, the processcan also fail in case a non-root node has no parent forwhich the wh conditions are met. Hopefully, in this caseother alternative paths remain open.Note however that, given a certain speech act, it ispossible to identify more than one primary illocutionaryact; so, the upward activation of the actions in the speechacts hierarchy may generate alternative hypotheses. Forexample, sentence 1b can be interpreted as a request tohave the keys (indirect interpretation) or as an attemptto obtain some information about the capabilities of thehearer. The two interpretations correspond, respectively,to the activation, while moving upward on the speech acthierarchy, of the request and obtain-info actions.The second special test concerns the act-id predicate(see, for instance, the on-record-req node in Fig 1).This prepares the work for the third step (domain-levelanalysis). As stated above, the output of the speech-actanalysis is the recognized speech-act. However, somespeech-acts refer to an actual domain action; for in-stance, a request expresses the intention that the hearerdoes something, and that something is a domain actionthat must be encoded within the request (note that thisis not the case for obtain-info). The speech-act hi-erarchy speci�es this \type coercion" among levels: asurface imperative has as argument a semantic repre-sentation, while a request has, as argument, the corre-sponding domain action. Procedurally, this means thatthe usual action-identi�cation procedure is executed, sothat its role in the overall processing is made explicit inthe hierarchy.7For the sake of simplicity, the semantic representation ofthe sentence has been given in a logical form, instead of as asemantic net.

ExampleGiven the sentence:3) Posso chiederti di darmi le chiavi della biblioteca?[May I ask you to give me the keys of the library?]8The surf-yn-question action is activated on the ba-sis of the interrogative form; the third parameter ofthe action is instantiated with its propositional content,that refers to the node of the semantic representation(sem1), associated to potere (`may'). The instantiatedsurface speech act is: surf-yn-question (User, Sys-tem, Sem1)9After the identi�cation of this speech act, the analysisproceeds with the activation of the speech acts of whichit is a substep or a specialization (upward expansion inthe speech acts library (Carberry, 1988)): the direct-ask-if and then the ask-if actions are activated. Notethat surface-yn-question could be considered as a di-rect substep of obtain-info (in a `generation' relation).However, the net speci�es that a surface-yn-questiongenerates an ask-if, which in turn generates obtain-info. In this way, we are able to factorize an e�ect (theCint e�ect of ask-if) that is shared by obtain-info andthe other actions that are generated by ask-if (e.g. ind-req1 or hedged-perform as shown in Figure 1 and 2);on the contrary, the peculiarity of the obtain-info (i.e.the precondition of not knowing the answer) is kept sep-arate (in fact, in indirect acts performed by means of aquestion, the speaker almost always knows the answerto the question). Moreover, this e�ect is inherited bothby indirect-ask-if and direct-ask-if through the spe-cialization hierarchy.When an action is in the decomposition of more thanone speech act, more than one alternative hypothesiscan be built (in the example, for the sake of simplicity,we only consider obtain-info, ind-req1 and hedged-perform). However, the domain-level processing rejectsthe obtain-info since here, as usual, it does not makesense that the speaker questions the hearer about her/hisown capabilities; ind-req1 can not be instantiated be-cause the node associated with potere (`may') shouldhave the hearer as semantic agent, while in the examplethe agent is the speaker (compare with sentence 1b)10.So, only hedged-perform is activated, because all itsrestrictions are satis�ed. Since only one higher-level ac-tion has been instantiated, no ambiguity arises in the8In Italian both verbs `may' and `can' correspond to themodal potere.9In the actual implementation, the constants User, Sys-tem and Keys (below) are nodes in the contextual represen-tation standing for the reference to the associated individual.10The analysis of the semantic and syntactic features isperformed by the analyzer which, in this example, identi�esthe verb potere (`may') and the performative chiedere (`ask').



interpretation of the user's utterance and the upward ex-pansion goes on, extending the unique hypothesis. Theon-record-req and request actions are activated, sointerpreting the sentence as a request by the user to per-form the domain action: give (System, Keys, User),that is identi�ed by means of an action identi�cationphase. Here, this phase is carried out easily, because therequest is posed explicitly and the identi�ed action coin-cides with the one expressed by the user. The situation isvery di�erent for the so called o�-record requests (Brown& Levinson, 1987), where the speaker doesn't express inan explicit way the requested action, but s/he states oneof her/his goals or s/he asks whether some preconditionof the action is satis�ed: e.g. \I would like to open the li-brary" or \Do you have the keys of the library, please?".In this cases, the requested actions must be inferred fromthe utterance using the knowledge about domain actions(the task is performed by the domain plan recognitionprocess). ConclusionsThe paper has presented an approach for coping withindirect speech acts in an interpreter of natural lan-guage. A plan-based representation of speech acts hasbeen adopted. A major advantage consists in the strictintegration of the processes of recognition of speech actsand domain plans. In fact, the same representation un-derlies both processes; however, the speech act analysisis a�ected also by the presence of some linguistic (syn-tactic and semantic) features which have been discussedin the paper. These features are related to the polite-ness of the request. The next step of our work will bean assessment of the evaluation of the politeness level onthe basis of the features detected in the sentences and ofthe intended impact of this level on the receiver of themessage.The speech-acts recognition algorithm is embedded ina plan-recognition system for information-seeking dia-logues in a subset of the University domain. The systemis implemented in Common Lisp and runs on worksta-tions. The speech-acts analysis exploits the basic action-identi�cation and upward-expansion procedures writtenfor the recognition of the domain plans of the user of thesystem. AcknowledgmentsThis work was partially supported by MURST 60% andby National Research Council (CNR), project \Piani�-cazione Automatica".ReferencesAirenti, G. & Bara, B. & Colombetti, M. (1993). Con-versational and behavior games in the pragmatics ofdiscourse. Cognitive Science, 17, 197{256.Ardissono, L. & Lesmo, L. & Pogliano, P. & Terenziani,P. (1991). Representation of determiners in naturallanguage. In Proc. 12th IJCAI (pp. 997{1002). Syd-ney, Australia.Ardissono, L. & Lesmo, L. & Sestero, D. (1994). Updat-ing the user model on the basis of the recognition of
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